
ACCELERATING 
THE FUTURE 
OF LAST MILE 
DELIVERY.





Velocity M3: The world’s most advanced walk-in cargo van.

The innovative all-new Velocity M3 from Utilimaster is changing the proficiency of 
delivery and service. It combines the nimbleness, comfort, and fuel efficiency of a 
cargo van with the cargo space, access, and capacity of a walk-in van. Built with a 
revolutionary access system that automatically opens, closes, and locks interior 
and exterior doors for unequaled ease, efficiency, and driver comfort, Velocity 
M3 is the industry’s most unique walk-in cargo van that promises to accelerate 
business with unprecedented new speed. 



Accelerated Access System.

Velocity M3’s smart technology will forever change driver access 
and productivity. Designed to shave seconds off every stop, it 
automatically opens, closes, and locks interior and exterior doors. 
Giving your driver newfound freedom to quickly grab a package or 
tools without slowing down or fumbling with door handles and keys. 
Valuable time is saved, along with wear and tear on your drivers. It’s a 
revolution in fleet vehicle access, security, and efficiency. 

Wider bulkhead doors. 

Getting from cab to cargo area is as easy as  
sliding off a higher seat and walking through a 
wide door that automatically opens for instant 
access. Plus, with 85" ceiling height, there’s no  
need to stoop or strain.



Automatic cab door. 

Getting in and out with a handful of boxes or tools is 
automatic with Velocity M3. The extra-wide cab door 
opens, closes, and locks with a key or wrist fob or can 
be operated by an advanced dash system.

More ways to instant access.

Velocity M3’s Accelerated Access System can be 
automatically engaged by the parking brake, 
digital dash, wrist, or key fob. Whatever you prefer 
to make each delivery or service call as fast and 
efficient as possible.



Advanced technology built on a Sprinter chassis. 

The innovative Velocity M3 looks like it drove in from the future. It 
delivers a unique aerodynamic design without sacrificing storage 
space, payload, or accessibility. Built on the proven foundation of 
a Mercedes Sprinter chassis, Velocity M3’s diesel engine is  built for 
economy and efficiency. It’s American-made to reliably handle the 
rigors of urban delivery and service, while dramatically reducing 
operating costs.

Shorter wheelbase. 

With a wheelbase ranging from 144" to 170", the 
Velocity M3 showcases improved turn radius 
abilities, key to high-frequency urban delivery.

Walk-in van storage capacity. 

Velocity M3’s available payload of more than 5,000 
lbs. and up to 780 cubic feet of cargo capacity, 
combined with an average of 18 mpg, make  
this class-3 vehicle the most efficient  
workhorse on the road today.



 

Aerodynamic design. 

The Velocity M3 delivers a streamlined, contemporary 
design without sacrificing storage space, payload,  
or accessibility. Unique aerodynamics enhance  
fuel efficiency up to 18 MPG.

Fuel-efficient diesel. 

Six-cylinder diesel engine and streamlined  
design offer up to 18 mpg fuel efficiency.



Glide-off elevated seat. 

The driver sits high on an ergonomically designed 
seat that improves visibility and virtually eliminates 
bending while getting up and sitting down. Simply 
turn and step into action.  

Push start & keyless entry.

No need to fumble around or lose keys. Velocity 
M3 has easy push start technology and keyless 
entry (key fob or wristband) that keeps the driver 
 in perpetual and productive motion.

Next generation comfort, 
convenience, and safety.

At the heart of every delivery and service call is 
your driver. He or she needs to be comfortable, 
secure, protected, and always ready for action. The 
extra quiet cab is built around your driver’s safety 
and productivity. Plus, there’s a jump seat for 
adding crew during busy seasons.



Digital dash system. 

Large in-cab vehicle intelligence monitor displays vital information 
for navigation and safety. 

• 360º CAMERA SYSTEM WITH 9" HD DIGITAL DISPLAY: Bird s̓-
eye view cameras alert drivers of potential impediments or 
danger in all directions. Front and rear collision sensors provide 
an extra level of safety.

• BLUETOOTH CONNECTIVITY: Allows seamless integration of all 
Bluetooth devices.

• NAVIGATION DISPLAY: GPS readout helps drivers locate 
addresses for speed, safety, and efficiency.

• LANE DEPARTURE AND BLIND SPOT DETECTION: Alerts drivers 
when unseen obstacles appear on left- and right-hand blind 
spots, as well as drifting over lanes.  

•  COLLISION MITIGATION SYSTEM: Avoid dangerous accidents 
and collisions with early warning system.   

•  SIDE AUTO DOOR CLEAR ZONE SENSOR:  Detects clearance 
to open the door on passenger side; any obstruction within 21" 
from door will keep the door from opening.

• REAR RADAR SENSOR SYSTEM:  Alerts drivers of any 
obstructions behind the vehicle.



Built to drive your business forward.

Whatever service, product, or goods you deliver, Velocity M3  
is purpose-designed to provide you with the vehicle features  
and benefits you need to succeed.

Nimble maneuverability.

Short wheelbase, tight turning radius, and advanced agility without sacrificing power  
or capacity. Velocity M3 excels at getting your drivers to the job safe and sound.



Comfortable & accessible.

Easy to drive. Easy to exit and enter with revolutionary automatic technology. 
Efficiency is the driving force for your workforce.

Extra payload & storage. 

There’s voluminous room inside to make your fleet work harder and longer from first to last mile.  
Call on Utilimaster to help you customize an upfit for your outfit.     



Cargo box sizes

14' 12' 

Smooth moves, even on the outside.

The Velocity M3 s̓ noticeably sleek, modern, aerodynamic design is 
made to get you noticed. A smoother exterior with no rivets lets you 
add your brand graphics with bold seamless decals. 

Lower body fiberglass cladding improves durability and is simple 
and inexpensive to replace if damaged.

 





Drive into the future with Velocity M3.

Your business deserves the forward-thinking design, reliability, and efficiency of 
the world’s most advanced walk-in cargo van. Take  the Velocity M3  for a test drive, 
and you’ll never go back to the traditional ways of delivering goods and services to 
your customers again. 

Find out how Velocity M3 can accelerate your brand today. 

Contact us at 800-582-3454 or learn more at  
utilimaster.com/velocitym3
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